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Santa's Buttons - Chocolate Sandwich Cookies
Rich, tender, chocolatey cookies with a substantial filling that doesn't squeeze out when you bite into it. The cookie
recipe also make delicious cut-out cookies that can be decorated... and everything freezes wonderfully.

Ingredients

Chocolate Cookies:
1 cup butter, at room temperature
1 ½ cups granulated sugar
2 large eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 cups all purpose flour, or a combination with up to half  white whole wheat
⅔ cups cocoa, Hershey's Special Dark, preferred
1 teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon baking powder
Peanut Butter Filling:
2 cups white chocolate chips or other white chocolate
1 ½ cups creamy peanut butter
Vanilla Filling:
2 cups white chocolate chips or other white chocolate
1 cup butter, at room temerature
2 Tablespoons milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 pinch salt
3 cups confectioner's sugar
Decorations (optional):
holiday sprinkles, colored chocolate (candy melts), and/or frosting/icing

Method

Beat butter and sugar with an electric mixer until light and fluffy, about 1 to 2 minutes. Add egg and vanilla; mix
until incorporated. Add flour, cocoa, salt and baking powder. Beat on low until combined, scraping down sides of

bowl as needed. Wrap in plastic wrap and refrigerate for about an hour. (Dough may seem dry, but will come together
as it chills. Dough can be refrigerated for a couple of  days or stored in the freezer for a couple of  weeks.)

Preheat oven to 350 F. Line baking sheets with parchment paper or silicone baking mats.

Roll out cookie dough to a thickness of  about 1/8-inch on a floured surface. Turn dough over and re-flour surface
as needed to keep dough from sticking. Use a 2 1/2-inch round cutter to cut cookies. On half  of  the cookie

rounds, create a button-look by using a smaller cookie cutter to press and indent into the top of  the dough (be careful
not to press all the way through), then use a toothpick or small straw to create holes in the center of  the cookie (these
should go all the way through). Carefully transfer cookie rounds to prepared baking sheets (cookies can be placed quite
close as they do not spread much on baking). Scraps of  dough can be gathered up and rerolled as needed until all of
the dough has been used up.

Bake at 350 F for about 8 to 10 minutes or until they look set. Let cookies cool on baking sheets for about 5
minutes or until firm, then transfer to wire racks to cool completely.
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Note: These cookies are almost impossible to tell if  they are done just by looking. The exact timing of  the bake
depends on how warm the dough is, the type of  cookie sheet, the true oven temperature, etc. When the cookies are
cooked less, they can be quite soft; when cooked longer, they turn out more crunchy. If  the exact texture of  the
finished cookie is important to you, I suggest you do a test bake and let the cookie(s) cool before testing for doneness,
then adjust baking time as needed.

Make the desired filling (Peanut Butter or Vanilla... or a half-batch of  each) as follows:

Peanut Butter Filling: Melt white chocolate chips in microwave or using a double-boiler. Remove from heat, add peanut
butter, and mix until thoroughly combined.

Vanilla Filling: Melt white chocolate chips and set aside to cool a little bit. Beat butter until soft, then add milk, vanilla,
salt and 2 cups of  confectioner's sugar. Beat in white chocolate and the remaining 1 cup of  sugar.

Spread filling* on bottom cookie (plain round), add sprinkles if  desired, and top with button-patterned cookie,
squeezing to distribute filling evenly. *Note: If  filling is too runny, allow it to cool slightly before adding to cookies.

If  filling gets too firm to spread, heat on low power in the microwave very briefly to soften.

Optional: Create the "threads" on the top of  the cookie using melted colored chocolate (candy melts) or frosting/icing.
Let thread decorations harden before stacking or storing cookies.

To make the chocolate cookies as roll-out cookies, follow the directions above, but roll dough to about 1/4" before
cutting out desired shapes. Bake 1 to 2 minutes longer (or as needed to get desired texture). When cooled, decorate

cookies as desired.

Source: Paula Fox, Little River Bed & Breakfast (50 sandwich cookies)


